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ABSTRACT
This annual report is an evaluation of an adult basic
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evaluation report, January 15, 1976. Chapter 3 describes the program
in action. Descriptions of core courses are given in detail along
with analyses of the relationship of topics and other course
components to the potential accomplishment of course objectives.
Specific recommendations are made in this chapter. Chapter 4 focuses
on presentation and analysis of statistical data to discern the
outcomes of the project based on 26 competencies which were
designated as the specific goals of the project. Conclusions indicate
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SUMMARY OF THE REPORT

. /

The Teacher Training Project in Adult Basic Education is designed to meet

the special needs of teachers in Orange Cbunty and adjacent areas, but the

ultlunate gal is to improe instruction throughout.California as well. Cbre

courses and electives were offered for 25 participants who would eventually be

certified as instructors in ABE programs. In addition, in-service courses

were open to all persons who were interested in this field. The program was

developed and established with the advice, cooperation, and active participa-

tion of a variety of community agencies. Hence, although the program was

officially based at California State University, Fullerton, in actuality it

worked out and functioned within the setting of the broader community. The

model for the program evaluation is described in Chapter I.

The overan plan for the project is described in Chapter II. On pages 7 and 8

of that chapter, the reader will find a brief assessment of its acComplishments

as of the date of presentation of the interim evaluation report, January 15,

1976. IL was reported then, that (1) the program was successfully established

and was functioning smoothly; (2) instructional needs which were identified

were being satisfied through appropriate course offerings; (3) the issueS\and

problems which arose were being coped with through appropriaie.program modifica-
1

tions.

1

0

Chapter III describes\the ABIE program in action. of core

.'

\

courses e given in detail along with analyses of the relati nship oi topics \\
1

1 ,

and Other course components to the potential accomplishMent of course objec-
;

1

tives.. Cn the basis of evidence derived from examining the co4rse outlines

developed by the instructors, cne may judge that each course is indeed a viable



instructional medium. Fbr most of the courses, the internal consistency of

course elements was also examined from the point of view of students who par-

ticipated in the program. In almost every course, virtually all responses were

positive: students attested to the viability of the courses and the majority

indicated that they actually limplemented learnings and Skills derived from

these courses within their ABE courses. The voluminous anecdotal data offered

by students was generally positive and contained helpful suggestions for course

and program improvement for the following year. Specific recommendations have

been made at appropriate places in this chapter.

Chapter IV focuses on presentation and analysis of statistical data to

discern the outcomes of the project. -This *portant set of outcomes was com-

prised of twenty-siX competencies which were designated as the specific goals

of the project. Assessments of competencies at the beginning and the end of

the project were made, and based on the student self-ratings, it is judged that

substantial gains were made toward attaiament of the tWenty-six competencies.

The participant self-ratings of achievement of competencies was also used to

'determine the degree to which students found.the'program to be personally and

professionally valuable. TWenty-two of the twenty-three students who completed

the program successfully attained the criterion level of performance. In three

of the four core courses where pre and post tests were given by instructors,

the group made substantial gains in average scores. The staff also made judg-

ments concerning the degree to which Students attained the several competencies.

In their judgment, most participants who completed the program successfully

achieved the criterion level of performance.

When students were asked to rate designated courses with respect to thelir

respective contribution of knowledge or skill, enthusiasm for the field, and

personal and professional value, all of the courses were rated highly. In

6



addition, students were asked to indicate their feelings about designated core

and mini courses. The participants reported highly positive feelings towards

all of the designated courses. Student opinions about the value of-speakers,

resource persons, films and materials were also requested. OT the fourteen

educational experiences which were evaluated,'thirteen were rated as favorable.

At appropriate points in the report specific recommendations Imve.beon

made which the staff may wish to review. In addition, two general recommenda-

tions are offered for consideration. It is suggested that:

I. The project staff meet as a group to discuss the project, overall

.as it is outlined in this document in order to see it as a total

entity.

2. The staff review the anecdotal information supplied by the partici-

pants and weigh their implications for possible action.

The Successful completion of this project could only have come about

through the hard work and cooperative efforts of the members of a staff who

are highly dedicated to their profeSsional responsibilities as educators. It

appears that a portion of this profesSional commitmeat may also have been ab-

sorbed by their students. One concomitant side effect of the project is the

high degree of professionalism as trainerS of teachers which seems to have been

generated among the participants. Virtually all have voluntarily indicated

ways in which they might sRsisi in the program for the following year and have

expressed their readiness to perform a professional teacher education.role.
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CHAPTER I

A NOEL FOR PROC1tAM MONITORING

ANALYSIS AND EVM1JATION

The program of the Teacher Training Project in Adult Basic Education was

a unique endeavor to meet the instructional reeds of persons who teach adults.

This is a broad new field in-which theory, practice and assessment prodedures

have not yet matured to an advanced stage. Hencein the establishment of this

program several unusual conditions were evident; sPecific objectives had to be

formulated, courses had to be developed, participants were recruited and the

program was put into operation under severe time restraints. Nevertheless, the

staff worked diligently and met all deadlines, including those ipposed by tali-

verSity administrative requirements.

The evaluation scheMe had to recognize the liMitations which were set by

time, resources, staff and participant recruitment and the several innovative

aspects of the program. Therefore, it concerned itself primarily with expecta-

tions which could reasonably be accompliShed in one year. In addition, evalua-

tion procedures sought to follow a pattern that mut be utilized in other proj-

ects of a similar nature where there are no standardized tests available and

no way of making a comparative field of study under controlled conditions. The

evaluation problem, then,-was twofold:

1. To identify and describe the nature of the program
that was designed and implemented.

2, To determine the degree to which stated objectives
were achieved.

ASiMple plan which was employed in monitoring and analyzing the. results

12
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of the project enabled the entire' prOfessional staff, students, consultants'

and representatives of outside agencies to become involved in the assessment

of three a6Octs of the program:

1. Input program plans, c e identifica-.
tion of needs, form Aives and
competencies, develLi, arses, materialS
and fieldwork activities, and the utiliZation
of personnel, facilities and community reSources.

. Program implementation, consisting of what actually
took place in,the university classrocas and the
fieldwork centers.: the sets of activitieS,
experiences, materials, resources and procedures

ployed in the training of teachers.

3. Outcomes,,consisting of.StatiStical and other evi,
'dence of growth toward.objectives:. the impact
of the training program on the teachers.

Each semester was considered as an assessment period: the Fall.of 1975,

the Spring of 1976 and the Summer of 1976 but there were just two.formal

,cycles of evolution. Since there,were three assessment periods, a fourth

component was added to the model.

4. Assessment of procedures, activities andaaterials
'as thepare formed, implemented in the program,
and subsequently accepted, revised, or-rejected
in the light-of experience.

The mOdeImay be presented in the form of a diagraM:

INPUT'
PROGRAM

IMPLEMENTATION

[FERIODIC ASSESS 104 AND REVISION

OUTOXIE

. The acceptance of the basic evaluation model established thelramework within

which specific assessment tasks were set: These''activities are given in Chapters

II, III and IV.

2
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CHAPTER II

CESCRIPTION AND AssEssmENT,OF pRoaurcompoNENTs

A. Easic elements of the. project

1. Training needs

The Major aSsessment of training needs in ABE was accomplished prior
to the funding of the project by surveying administrators, supervisors
and teachers, but additional requirements were identified after its
implementation. The principal training needs which the project seeks
to Serve are given below.

a. Principles of adult basic education (learning principles related
to adult learners, qualities of successful ABE teachers).

Methods and techniques in adult basic. education (for traditional
schbools, -occupation' and manpower programs, etc.).

c. The adult basic education student--life styles and coping skills
(especially culturally different and linguistitally different
students).

d. Teaching ESL (including teaching manpower--vocational-.-ESL)
,

e. Teaching basic Math skills to'adults.

f. Teaching readingto adults (assessment, methods and materials;
functional level.and developmental level).

g. ?Fieldwork.in teaching ABE to adults (applying knowledge by
working in tutorial situation in field).'

h. Teaching reading to the exceptional adult (handicapped, linguis-
:tically different).

i. Teaching GED.

j. Establishing adult.Jearning centers.

k. Bilingual teaching and the adult.

1. Teaching consumer education.

Jm. -Teaching joborogy (how to get and keep a job).

n. Leadership skills for the adult and group dynamics.

o. .Conducting research in basic adult education (designing and
conducting Much,needed research; knowledge of resources).

3
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p. Teaching reading to the illiterate in his native language.

On the basis of the needs which were identified, core courses and
mini courses were then developed. These courses'are described later
in the report.

2. Broad goals and outcomes

Although:the project was, originally designed to.meet the training needs
of ABE teachers in Orange Cc

, it was modified at the request of the
State Department of Educat: include the areas of Los Angeles and
Long Beach as well. Th( an: Amensions to the program:

a. Core courses and electivL_ tor 25 participants who were to be
certified in ABE. The principle thrust of the project was to
offer practical courses in methodology:of instruction appro-
priate to the needs of adults with liMited English-speaking
ability and to those who are ecOnomically and/oisocially
disadvantaged. To make the training available tO teachers, a
substantial portion of ihe budget was allocated to payment-of
both the cost of books and the total fee for core courses and
electives for the participants.

b. In-service courseS which were open to all persons interested in,
ABE. 'For those persons working in approved ABE centers, the
grant paid two-thirds of the registration fee.

3. Structuring the project

a. Staff recruitment

E4erienced faculty from the School of Education were available and
were recruited prior tO"the funding of the project on a tentative
basis. Therefore, when the grant agreement was consummated, plan-
ning was immediately'intensified. Additional teaching faculty
were recruited from aMong experienced teachers and leaders in the
field/of ABE and they served as a vital link with the odgoing
community program.

b. Course development, schedule and facilities

Courses were developed and offered during four time_periods: the
Fall of 1975 Intersession 1976, Spring of 1976 and Summer of 1976.
The schedule of offerings and their locations is given:below:

FALL, 1975

EDI-R 592

ED-41 592A

X506A.

ED1-R X506B

Principles and Methods of ABE

Teaching English as a Second Language
to Adults

-Materials-and-Techniques-ift-Teachimg---- a-unit)
Consumer Education to.AdultS,

Materials and Techniques in TeaChing (1 unit)
Computational Skills to Adults ,

15.

(3 'units)

(3 units)



ED-R X506C Establishing Adult Learning CenterS (1 unit)

Satisfactory facilities were found for all courses at California
Siate University, Fullerton but in order to make the learning
setting more realistic arrangements were made to schedule classes
at adult community schools. For example, ED-R X506C was scheduled
at the Learning Resource Center at CSIM' for one Saturday and at
the Central City OCcupational Center in Los Angeles on the second
Saturday. Because of tiMe constraints in pUblicizing the mini
coUrse ED-R X506B, the course was dropped as there was not suf-
ficient enrollment

INTERS 1976

ED-R X506.F Leadership Skills and GroupAlynamics
for the Adult

Cffered at CSUF

ED-R X5068 Materials and Techniques in Teaching
Computational Skills to Adults

Offered at the AlamitOs Adult Center
Garden Grove.

ED-R X506C Establishing Adult Learning Centers
Offered at CSUF and the_Los Angeles
Central City Occupational Center

(1 unit)

(1 unit)

(1 unit)

SPRING, 1976

ED-R 5923 The Adult Basic Education Student: e (3 units)
Styles and Coping Skills

Offered at CSUF

ED-R 592: Teaching Reading to the ABE Student
'Offered at CSUE

ED-RX5CJE Research in ABE
Offered-at CSUF

ED-R X506H ABE Institute: Utilizing Performance
Objectives in Teaching the Adult

Offered at the Orange Adult Learning
Center

Orange

ED-R X506A Materials and Techniques in Teaching
Consumer Education to Adults

Offered at CSUF

ED-R I Teaching Reading to the EXceptional
Adult

Offered at the La Mirada Adult,Center
La Mirada- /

SUMMER SESSION, 1976

ED-R 5921) Fieldwork in Adult Basic Education
Offered'at the Alamitos Adult Center
Garden Grove

1 6

(3 units)

(1 unit)

(I unit):

(1 unit)

(1 unit)

(3 units)



ED-R X506K

ED-R X506G

ED-R X506J

ABE Institute: Administration and (1 unit)
and Cbunseling in ABE

Offered at the East Los Angeles
Skill Center

Monterey Park

Materials and Techniques in Teaching GED (1 unit)
Offered at the Chester Adult Center
Compton

Bilingual Teaching in ABE (1 unit)
Offered at CSUF

Selection of participant alid biographical data

Dissemination of information about the project was accomplished..
through flyers, brochures, news releases, letters to professional
organizations, and- personal .contacts. Forty-one applications were
filed. In selecting the candidates,. all 41 applications were re-
Viewed by,the project director, the prOject facultY-, and the cOor-
dinator.of.the Institute for Reading. Participants were selected
on the basis the following criteria: posseSsion of the Bacca-
laureate Dee, exp,L.,17ience in an ABE program, background and
quality of i.rience and leadership potential.

TWenty-seven wno Were accepted into.the program completed
enrollment in-7n Jniversity for post-baccalaureate studies
and started cburses. They came frob a wide geographical
area and represen. 12 Schbol districts, including: Lbs.Angeles
Unified, Corrpton, Ihntington Beach, Santa Ana, Garden/Grove; South
Bay,. Cbrona, :47intebello and Alhambra. Included were'personS work-
ing in regular adUlt schools, occupational centers and rehabilita
tion facilities. Mere viere 9 male and.18 female students; The
ethnic comption of the participants was: 4 Mexican-American,
1 other Lati- , 6 BaLlick, .1 Lebanese, 1 Asian, and 14 Anglo Americans.
Thirteen hacLclastar's degrees or were 'candidates for Master's
degrees in etbRx7 fields.

d. Coordination community agencies

The development project wasaccbmplished -,ibrough coordinaticn
.

and cooperat.JAn wi several community agencie,;. The Preeidents
of two siste: .,....-appases of the California State Universityiat Long
Beach and at _bt:- Am4sles gave permission tb'recruit partiCipants
in their respect:L7.ie studemtattemdance areas. .Administrators and
teachers in adlat Rlducation programs responded to the queetionnaire
which assisted the :=ject director in identifying ABE teacher
training needs. Aidutanistrators of Adu*Education and CoAnunity
Centers in Orange mnd Los Angeles Cbumties have offered theft'
facilities fbr-_--heeuling classes anci.for fieldwork. Presentations
on ABE have beeTs1 .awada..by....the7projeot-staff-at meetingerf-PiAores-:

sional organizalioms. InAhis last respect, most participants of
the ABE program ha,- joined the California Cbuncil for Adult Educa-
tion, and parip...nts served on the program of the CCAE South

.

Cbast Section annu5-1 convention.

6
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Cne of the most *portant ways of ensuring the professional assis-
tance and cooperation,of a variety of adult educators in community
agencies was through the formation of an Advisory Committee to the
ABE leacher Training Project. The 10 member committee perceived
that its principle function was to advise the project.director in
matters relating to program objectives and.implementation. At its
meetings of September 10, 1975 and January 7, 1976 the committee
gave consideration to the goal of working with the University to
establish a=full graduate program in ABE leading to the Master's
degree. At the meeting of January 7, 1976,. it.was generally agreed
that the project director and advisory committee should be concerned
primarily with establishing a quality program. The advisory com-
mittee would support the development of a Master's degree by the
university. The project director has convened meetings with rep-
resentatives of several groups to develop a Master's degree program.
Meetings involved School of Education faculty and Dean Robert T.
Stout; the Director of the University Continuing Education prograw;.
and Dr. Roger Axford, Consultant in Adult-EduCation from Arizona
State University.

B. Assessment of project elements

1. Identification of issues, problems and subsequent program modifications

a. Instructional

A survey among participants at the beginning of the program revealed
that they eNpressed the following course needs:

1. Teaching reading to adults who are illiterate
in their own language.

2. Administration and counseling Of the ABE student.

3. Writing objectives in terms of behavior. ,

Program modifications to meet these needs have already been made.

b. Mini course publicity

In order to compensate for the low enrollment in courses ED-R X506A
and ED-R X506B which was caused by the time restraints in getting
the program under way ta September, 8000 flyers were distribute0
to publicize future mini courses.

c. Administration

The project director and staff have successfully performed their
administrative fUnctions but they were handicappe0,by_140s.V_L___-____,
libbf-opd6C-tifftittir4-0d-gtOrike-fabliiife's. in -addition,
there was extensiye noise in the project director's office be-
cause the same small room (normally a "oneman" office) was

18
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shared with the clerical assistant. It waS recommended that
conversations with the, appropriate officials be initiated to
try to alleviate the situation.

2. Evidence of internal consistency of elements

After a relatively brief period of time in operation, the teacher
training project at California State University, FUllerton has:

. Identified needs in a variety of ways

b. Implemented these needs/in'course offer

c. Provided for continuous evaluation by

gs

tractors and staff

In addition, the staff has 1) invited comments and sUggestions by
inside and outside sources and 2) utilized the assistance of an
advisory comMittee in policy deliberations.

Overall, the project is functioning effectively. ComMents and suggestions for

improvement have been brought to the attention of.the project director and

several modifications have already been made in the program.

19
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1

GIAPTE1 III

THE TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM IN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

A. Description of the program implemented

In the previous chapter a description of the overall design anal

tlitiation of the project was given, together with a general assessmifrit

of the overall progran. In the present chapter, attention willlocuS on

the components of the program which were actually implemented. In Order
1

cope with the training needs which were identified and presentedlin

Chapter II, the faculty committee in =ZE formulated sets of specific

competencies in consultation with teachers and administrators who Were

currently responsible for conducting ,IBE prograMs. The competencies

served as the objectives of instruction within each course. The more

basic competencies were.included within a set of core courses consicting

of 15 units, while others were allocatet to the group of electiVe courses.

Descriptions and analyses of the several courses will be presented by

year and by semester in which they were offered.

The several sets of competencies, the course descriptions, and the

elements within each course that were designed to promote growth toward

the appropriate competencies are given below. ,More intensiVe analysis

,miii be made of the core courses because of their greater allocation of

unfts of credit and hours of instruction. The courses Offered during

the fall semester of 1975 will be presented and examined first.

2-o
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ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PROJECT

CORE COURSES

EL 392 - PRINCIPTFS AND METHODS OF-ADULT BASIC EDUCATION '3 units)

learAng principles, related to adults; analysis of varl:bus methods and
techniques in teaching basic education ,7ourses to adul.,:s; utilizing
-7esburces available to the teacher of acult basic education.

The student will:

A. Demonstrate his ability to explain the basic psychological laws
affecting the adult learner.

B. Demonstrate that he can identify, the Characteristics,of the
adult learner.

C. Demonstrate his ability to analyze the strengths and limitations
of various methods and techniqueS'in teaching basic education-
courses to adults.

D. DeMonstrate his knowledge of professional organiZations and
resources available to the.teacher of ABE.

Topics included in course:

1. Overview, Competency Quiz October 1

2. Base-Line Inventory, Instructional Strategies October 8

3. ./Nature of the Adult Learner , October 15

4. Adult'Basic Education Curriculum October 22

5. Research Literature and Philosophy November 5

6. Program Development November 12

7. Professional Organizations November 19

8. Psychological Principles DeceMber 3

Other course components:

b.References.

References in.the text are chosen by committees pf three persons.
They are.responsible for surveying the materials for one session
and provide at the previous session such textual references as
are needed for study by other students.

2
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10. Materials

Text: Materials and Methods in Adult Education, Klevins

SubsicUary Text: Teaching the Culturally Disadvantaged,
Lanniug and Many

11. Practices

Students are to organize short teaching segments to be presented
utilizing several teaching methods.
the following schedule.

October 15

These will be presented on

- 4.

October 22 5 - 9

October 29 10 - 14

November 12 15 - 19

NoveMber 19 20 -,24

December 3 25 - 20

12. Resource person

November 5, guest lecturer, Mr. Chester Klevins, presentation Of
the material scheduled for that evening.

ANALYSIS:

In order to clarify and demonstrate how the elements of. the course,

ED-R 592 are inter-related, information concerning its goals, content, and

0 procedures, including topicS- for observation and other course components,

are presented succinctly below in Chart A. An eXamination.of this chart indi-

cates that for each competency that is identified as a course Objective, there

are one ormore topics and other course ca-pponents that are devoted to its

potential accomplishment.

Coapetency

CHART A

Tbpics Other Cburse Components

2,

B, 1.

3, 5,

4,.6,

4, 5,

1

1

1

9,

9,

9, 10, 11

10, 11,

10, 11,

, 10, 11

12

12

1 1
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ED-R 592A - TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE TO ADULTS (3 units)

Methods and materials for teaching English to adult speakers of other
languages; construction of teaching units and lesson plans; reading
and writing in ESL; evaluation techniques, and resources. Includes
instruction in Manpower ESL.

The student will:

A. Demonstrate that he can describe the English sound and syntactical,
system as it relates to the adult learner with an ESL background.

B. Demonstrate that he can assess, plan, implement and evaluate a
program designed to meet the needs of the adult ESL student.

C. Demonstrate the Ability to identify, select and evaluate resource
authors, texts, and periodicals in the ESL field.

Topics iacluded in course:

1. Orientation/Course information and requirements October 4
Bibliography, professional organizations, journals
Understanding the adult'ESL student
Constructing the Lesson Plan

2. Opening the ESL lesson , October 18
Hearing and producing the sound system
Guest lecturer:. Dr. J. Kiraithe

3. Fresenting new material (hearing and speaking) October 26
Manpower ESL

Presenting new material (hearing and speaking) NoveMber 1
Eeading and writing in ESL _

Lanpower ESL

5. Evaluation in ESL NoveMber 22
Textbooks, audio-viSUal aids
((bservation report due)

6. Supplementary materials in ESL .DeceMber 6
Guest lecturer: Dr. Harry Huls, San Diego State
(Conference report due)

7. Closingthe ESL lesson December 13-
Final examination
(Bcok report due)

Other course components:

8. Suggested readings

9. Grcup activity and drill work'

2 3
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10. Book Report

11. Observation Report

12. Attendance at professional conferences

a. Orange County Reading Association
Ddsneyland Convention Center
.Anaheim, California

b. California Reading Association
Fresno Convention Center
Fresno, California

.c. California Cbuncil For Adult Education
(Southern Section)0

.FoothillS'Adult Education Center
El Cajon, California

October 11

November 6,7,8

November 7,8,9

d. California Association of Teachers of English November 7,8,9
to.Speakers of Otherj,anguageS

California State University, Long Beach
Long Beach, California.

e. California Cbuncil For Adult Education November 14,15,16
(South Coast Section)
Hqliday Inn
Ventura, California

13. Resource persons

Dr. Jacqueline Kiraithe

.DT. Harry Huls

October 18

Decenber

ANALYSIS:

Pertinent information concerning the inter-relationship of elements within

course EDHR 592A is given succinctly in Chart B. An examination of Chart B

reveals that for each competency that is identified as,a course objective;

there are one or more topics and other course components:that are devoted to

its potential accomplishment.
.
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Competency

CHART B

Tbpics Other Cburse Components

A 2, 1

1, 3, 4, 5, 7

5, 6

8, 9, 12, 13

8, 10, 11

8, 12, 13

TWo elective courses were also offered during the fall semester of 1975:

ED-R X506A and ED-R X506C. The elements of the ED-R X506A course are given..

below (ED-R )306C will be discussed later). The course is designed to focus

on a single.competency; and hence.the inter-relationship of course elements

is evident.

ELECTIVE °DIMES

ED-R X506A - MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES IN TEACHING CONSUMER EDUCATION T3 AWLTS
-(1 unit)

Helping the adult to handle money wisely, to evaluate advertising and
claims made for products, to avoid legal traps, and to know his legal
rights as a consumer and as a citizen.

the student will:

Demonstrate.that he can develop methods-and experiences for adults
whiCh will explain family money management, related to his rights
as a consumer and as a citizen.

Topics included in course:

1. Orientation

2. Consumer Protection

4. Mbney Management - Introduction

5. Credit

6. Specific:Consumer Areas - Introduction

7. Family Health and Safety,

2 5
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CI.

Other Cburse components:

8. Selected readings, Consumer Education materials

9. Student presentations

10. Demonstrations

11. Small group.work

12: ResoUrce: Guest speaker
1

13. Activity, evaluate consumer informatibn sources
'

14. Develop plan for aCbnsumer Education course

During the intersession, 1976, three elective Courses were offered:

Ea-R. X506F, EDL-R X5065% and ED-R X506C, The elements of each course are

given below. Since each course is designed io focus on a single competency,

the inter-relationship of course elements is evideni.
-

ED4. X506F - LEADERSHIP SKILLS AND GROUP DYNAMICS FOR THE ADULTS (I unit)

"SUrvey and practice of group interaction and roles in problem-solving;
influence of Values and body language in communication; :and development,.
of techniques to *prove leadership skills, as related to teadhing adults'.

The student will:

Demonstrate that he can identify, implement, arid evaluate:techniques
for teaching group dynamdcs andleadership.skills to ABE studentS.

Tbpics,included in course:

1. Group Dynamics

2. Roles of Group Members

3. Steps in Group Problem-Solving

4. -Leadership

5. Values

6. Body.Language

Cther course c.-71ponents:

4/

7. Reading in selected references

2 6
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8. Instructor prepared materials

9. Audio-visual Materials

10. Group discussion

11. Simulation activity

12. Small group work

ED-R X506B - MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES IN TEACHING CCMPUTATIONAL SKILLS TO ADULTS
(1 unit)

Methods and Materials in assessing the basic computational skills of
adults and developing individualized,instructional plans for teaching
the needed skills in ways which relate them to daily survival and
vocational needs.

The student will:

Demonstrate that he can assess the basic computational skills 6f
adults and develop individualized instructional plans forteachin.
the needed computational skills in ways which relate these skills
to daily survival and vocational needs.

Topics included in course:

1. Taxonomiesof Computational Knowledge

2. Development of Instructional Materials

3. Strengthening Competencies in StudentS

4. Self-assessment

Other course components:

5. Practicum

6. Simulated teaching

7. Use of special ABEtraining materials

X506C - EbiABLISHING ADULT LEARNING CENTERS (1 unit)

Methods of establishing, operating and evaluating adult multimedia,
individualized learningcenters;othe role of the instructor in
individualized adult basic education instructioth

The student will:

Dononstrate that he can eStablish, operate and evaluate anadult
multimedia, individualized learning center.

16
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Topics included in course:

1. Use of Learning:Centers and Other Individualized Materials

2. Principles of Individualized Instruction

3. Developing a Learning Center

4. Role of the Teacher in Individualized Instruction

5. The "Learning Packet"

6. For Individualized and Using Learning Centers: Planning Class-
room Time

7. Considerations Regarding Purchasing Audio-Visual Equipment

Other course components:

8. Selected readings

9. Field trips

10. Demonstrations

11. Task group development of instructional units

12. Learning Center.ACtivity

13. Resource: Guest speaker

During the Spring semester of 1976, two core Courses and-four elective

courses were offered: ED-R 592B,.ED-R 592C, ED41: X506E, ED-RX506H, ED-R X506A

and ED-R X506D. The twO corecourses will be preSented and analyzed in detail,

.while the elements of the elective courses will be presented in Outline form.

The course Ea7R 592B will be discussed first.

CORE COURSES

ED-R 592B - THE ADULT BASIC ED STUDENT - LIFE STYLES AND COPING SKILLS (3 units)

.Assessing and plaaning instruction for the unique needs of the linguis-
tically and/Or culturally different adult; developing instructional
materials related to his life styles and coping, skills; assisting.the
adult basic ed student in developing techniques and resources needed
for growth._

2 8
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The 'student will:

A. Demonstrate that he can assess and plan instruction based on the
unique needs of the linguistically different, culturally
different and/or the economically disadvantaged student.

-

B. Demonstrate that he can adapt and develop appropriate instruc-
tional materials related to the life style and coping Skills
of:the indiyidnnl ABE student.

C. Demonstrate the Ability :o assess ABE students in self-:analysis
appropriate to his life styles and coping Skills and in develop-
ment with the student of techniques and.resources needed-for
growth.

D. DemOnstrate that he can design-evaluation procedures needed to
show individual growth and progress development.

Topics included in course:

1. Needs and Life Styles of Linguistically-Culturally Different
Students

2. Cbping Skills Relevant to those Needs and Life Styles

3. Orientation of Content Course to those Needs and Life Styles

4. Resources

5. Techniques

6. Adaptation and Development of Instructional Materials

7. Evaluation and Ongoing Improvement of "fchniques and Materials

_Other course, components:

8. Textbook material: Teaching Survival Skilis.in Adult Basic
Education, Camper -

9. Attendance at Reading Institute "Game Day" to assess potential
use of techniques with adults. (2/28/76)

10. Attendance at CCAE ConventiOn, North Hollywood. (3/13/76)

11. Resource: Larry Fidler, Project Director, Literacy Volunteers
of America

ANALYSIS:

Pertinent information concerning the inter-relationship of elements within

2 9
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ce=se ED-R 592B is.-7en succinctly in-Chart-C. An examina:ton of Chart C

reveals that for ea(-:1- z..77flpetency th2t is ident fied a a cars---=

th--- one o7.- 7_1.--Ls and oth 'ompone:-ts that ):-..ted 7C

it: -mtential.accomr

Competency

A

CHART C

Topics Other

8, . 10. 11

8, 9, 10, 11

8, 10

8, 10, 11'

ED-R 592C - TEACHING READING TO THE ABE STUDENT (3 units)

Analysis of the causes of reading prOblems in the adult basic education
student; assessment, diagnosis and prescription of the reading needs of
adults; analysis of current research in the field of teaching reading to
adults.

The student will:

A. Demonstrate that he can analyze and describe the causes of
adult reading problems.

B. Demonstrate that he can assess, diagnose, and prescribe the
reading needs of adults at the basic, functional and develop-.
mental levels:

C. Demonstrate the ability to evaluate, select and organize
facilitieS, materials and equipment in an individualized
reading program for adults.

Demonstrate knowledge of resource.authors, textS, periodidals
and.professional organizations in the field-of teaching
reading to adults.

Tbpics

1.

2.

included in course:

Etiology of Reading Problems of the ABE Student

Diagnosis and Prescription

3 0
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3. Asse-Ement

4. Evaluation -thods of Teacting Readir to the ABE
Student

a. CL-..aracter. arious Reading Programs

b. Strengths a ra_t ions Of E2 rh

5. Individualiza; .-rogra.: Curriculum Materials, Audio-
visual EauirrE.-.. 171..=i:ramned Materials, FaciliT.ies

6. Research Techr

a. Recoanizin .1t-ns, Texts, and Journals

b. :Using Beso. ?rofessional Growth

Other course componentE

7. Textbook materi_ 77.rategies in Adult Basic Education, Mangano

8. Research and pr=- at:=_tion of an oral report (individual or
on a topic seJ_e_Tterf form the course curriculum.

group)

9. Attendance at one or Tore of eight possible professional
Conferences rec=mended by the instructor.

10. Presentation of a ,Tritten summary of the sessions attended for
at least one cnnference.

11. Guest speakers

Robert Ehlers, Stal.= _aepartment of Education

Dr. Jo Ellyn TayLar. :1).-rject. PEARL, San Francisco

ANALYSIS:,

Pertinent information concerning the inter-relationship Of elements within

course ED-R.592C is given succ±nctly in Chart D. An examination of Chart D

reveals that for each competerucy tnat is identified as a course objective,

there are one or more topics and other course components that are devoted to

its potential accomplishment.
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Competency

CEIRT D

Ttpics Other Courz---=' C. nponentE

1, 6

2, 6

3, 4, 5, 6

4, 5, 6

Four elective courses were also offered during-the Spring serrth,E::,a7r of

1976. One of the courses, ED-R X506A, has already been presented. The elements

of each of the three courses that have not yet been previously described are

given below. Each course is designed to focus on a single competency; and

hence the inter-relationship of course elements is evident.

ED-R X506E - RESEARCH IN ABE (1 unit)

Participation in seminars related to student and/or instructor-sponsored
research in ABE; designing and conducting research projects; interpreting
and evaluating 'current research in ABE.

The student will:

Demonstrate his ability to interpret current research in ABE and
design and oonduct a research project related to current trent:
and projected research needs.

Torics included in course:

1, Edscussion Df Student andior Instructor Sponsored Researd-:

2. Research Methodology

3. Research Project Proposal

4. Participation in Research Projects

5. Presentation of Progress Reports

6. Evaluation oi Research Activities and Plans for Follow-up

34
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LD-R X506H - BASIC EDUCATION TFAIN. munING EqUIITTE
C3JE=IVES 1 unitY

Utilizing psi-tmnahhe objectixes in ::achin; usfng an inual
sequeuee; WT. ;.f.j:g =gram otlectives selecti_nr 7:lehods and mater-__ :2T
achieving ob..etl-ee; developing ant .LollowInc a course outline; ant of
pre and post -Lest:- to demonstrate achieveme-t

, the student

temonstrtine c...A.:etency in utili_nfnn pert:L.:mance objectives in teacning
adults

Topics inclucLed iE course:

1. Development of. an Instructional Sequence, and Utilizing Same.

2. Development of Program Objectives.which are Measurable.

3. Selection of Methods and Materials to Aid in the AChievement
th, Purpose amt Objectives.

4. Deveoping and Following a Cburse Ounline and Lessain Flan.

5. Evaluating Dmprovement by Pre and Poet Testing.

ED-R XEE61) TEACEING READING TO EXCEPTIONAL ADUL2S (1 unit).

Understanding the unique problems of ABE learning disabled and physinally
haadicapped students; assessing, diagnosing and prescribing for the reading
needs of these persons, uSing appropriate techniques.

The student will:

Demonstrate that ae understands the unique-problems of ABE physioall7
and mentally- handicapped ::tudents and tha: he can assess, diagnose
and presnrite for the rea:ang needs of tnese persons using appropriate
techniques

TOpics includej. in course:

1. The Characteristics :if Exceptional Ackat Students

a. Learni.mg Disabled

b. Ph7sica:ly Handicapped

. Learning Operation

.3. Diagnostic Instruments

4. Learning Styles

5. Reading Methods

33
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6. C mmer-- .11 Materials

. Development

During die SU7.-- .ssion of 1976, _nal set of courses were offeTed:

core cclirse, E1 and three eleott----s, ED-R 506K, ED-R 506G, and

X506J. lace c will be presemated and analyzed in detail.

lL-R 5921) - 7IELEV=. _ADULT BASIC EDUCL7.7.2N (3 units)

Fieldvrk in -ming and implementing a program
for acts in ESL or computat: mil skills; designing and imple-
menting inservI,:e p=ceMures in adult is_ _s-ic education.

The student will-

A. Demonstrat= I-77qt he can synthesize the knowledge, training and
experience from the core courses in this program and develop
fur-n:1er professional expertise by using them effectively in
a fildwor:: situaticm,

B. Demonstrate that he cam design. implement and evaluate inservice
m=a,edures relamEd tt the varitus groups affected by and affect-

ais program. such as students,,aides, teachers and adminis-
=_-,ors.

C. De=strate that can .-1..Lrelstand and interpret the f-rmat and
ividual corpments i AEE project proposal.

Topics inc.d in course:

tc Field

tO III2S1:711C7-1J-71

3. Strths aa Limmtations.of the Learner(s)

4. an Instrammional Sequence

5. Instr== in t Spet_ic Field

6. Professional Iog-writing of Cbservations and Experiences

7. DesignimzgInservice Programs

8. Implementation-of Inservice Programs

9. Evaluation

3 4



Ot.er course components:

10. Tetboak materials: Int Cant c Education, Mezirow, er. al.
?ests 3f Functional Adul. , Northwest Regional Educp-
tion Laboratory

11. Completion of a daily log f inclujing a
summary evaluation

12. Presentati_pn of an inser--ice ribri grant pr000sal

13. EvaluatLons of inservice plans i gra-at pronosais

14. Guest Ete_akers: Marianne Wood CSUF, Pronosal Writing
Thomas Jdnmsct. Administratr La Puente Valley

Adult E 11001

ANALYSIS:

Pertinent information toncerning tte in.ter-relationlitp of c:.:urse elements

with course ED-R 592D is gixen succial:tly in 2Oart E. An examination of

Chart E reveals that for each co1pete=7 tha7 -ts identifie:1 as a c:nrse ob-

jective, there are one or mcr.3 topis sid other course commcnents that are

devoted to its potential Li.ccomplishae3

Competency

A

C

77.:7,Y,T 7

Too:: s

1

,4, 5, -, 8, 9

Cther Course am:pone:its

EL-R X506K - ADULT BASS:: ITTZMICX: TT.AINING INSTITUTE FOR ADMINISTR.:= .AND
COUNSEDRE (7;. unt-,

An institute for aaarraist-ators, counseiLas, and teachers of arflt :asic
education; utilirthi7 exe=lary practiceslin administering ABE: 2ounse1ing
the.ABE student; financinz. the ABE program. Speakers and disc=ssion leaders
from the State Denpartment of Education and community ABE centers.

24
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The student will:

Demonstrate that he can identif: xernla.ry pr7.=es in adminIsterfng
ABE, evaluate counseling technicues for the AEI= student, ant
establish criteria for financfng the ABE pr=arn.

Topics included in course:

1. Exemplary Programs
.

a. Developing Criteria fo:- Developing Exemr_ Lary Practices

b. Identifying Exempinry ant Promising Practices 1r AEE

.c. Validating Practices 5.7nEfdered ENiemplar-:

Id. Establishing a System of :isseminatin,h S=h PracLices

2. ;Counseling the ABE Student

a. Establishing Ctheria for Evaluath4 CLing 'Techtf:Dus
in ABE

.

b. The Role of the ABE Co..msi--11-

c. Special ProbLems

3. Financing the AEE Program

a. Understanding Legislatfz ,iffecti= Ft--...amcing of AEE

b. Action-oriented Adminis77.71ton of /JAE Priams

01-her course components:

4. Speakers: br., Roger Axford, ?rofessicnizazton it Acult Education"
Thrrent Issues in,Adult

John Camper "],am.1301ary Prograna 41BR"

Dr. Robert C ssiauz- FinEnctzg ,

E=-_caon an:L.771= Impl2..caz:,hr.2. for AM"

5 Panel Discussion: Robe= Eieggar, binnf'r-'4erez, Lupe Sf7pEon,
"Counseling in Au1 siz Education'

6. Reaction Groups, Discussion with the Expert.

ED-R X506G - MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES IN TEACRIATT GED (1 Anit)

Identifying, selecting and evaluating materials usec to prepszE ar ts
for the General Education Development test; fiaLd_. in utiliz-f-rz-
competencies gained in the couTss...

3;
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The student will:

Demonstrate that he can identify, select and evaluate materials
to prepare adults for the General Education Development Test.

included in course:

The GED Examination and its Sub-sections

Resources for GED

a. Performance Resources

-D. Cognitive Resources

3. Student Evaluations

a. -lorms

b. Self-rating Scales

Tbpics

1.

2.

used

Stu:lent Self Instruction: test booklets, stuay labs, brush-up
sessions

ED-R X506J - BILLNGUAL TEACHING IN ABE (1 unit)

Assessing the linguistic competencies of the bilingual adult learner in
his native Language; understanding the background factors related to his
basic educational needs; and implementing a program of teaChing which is
based on his existingJinguistic and academic competencies.

The student will:

Demonstrate that he understands the background factors related to the
basic educational needs of the bilingual adult learner and that he
can implement a program:of teaching that will meet those needs.

Topics included in course:

1. Assessing the Linguistic Competencies of the
Learner in his Native Language

2. Understanding the Background Factors Related
tional Needs

Bilingual Adult

to his Basic Educa-

3. Developing a Program of Instruction Based on the LinguiStic and
Academic Dompetencies of the Bilingual Learner

Other course components:

4. Written Project on Special TOpies
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B. AssessMent of Program Elements: First Cycle of Evaluation

In the previous section of this chapter, a description was given:of

the program components which were actually-implemented. Whereas section

A answered in detail Ttbe question, "What teacher training program was

created", the next section will seek to determine how well the program

functioned in reaching its goals. judgments will be made about how well

the course objectives (or competencies) were linked to the broad goals of

the program and how well the course activities were linked to the compe-

tencies. In addition, judgments about the quality of the program elements

will also be made. Finally, some statistical data will also be presented,

although a full statistical analysis will be reserved for presentation and

discussion in Chapter IV.

During the Fall Semester of 1975, the following courses were.taught:

ED-R 592 - Principles and Methods of ABE

ED-R 592A Teaching English as a Second-Language to Adults

ED-R X506A - Materials and Techniques in Teaching Consumer Educa-
tion to Adults

ED-R X506C - Establishing Adult learning Centers

The first cycle of the evaluation process is focused principally-upon

these courses which were taught during the fall time period. It.was

anticipated that information generated during this first examination of

the program would serve as a basis for further program mcdification during

the Spring Semester.

Judgments about the internal consistency of prpgram elements will be

presented first. in addition to the descriptions of courses given in the

previous part of this chapter, Section A, analyses were also Made of the

two core courses, Ea-R. 592 and ED-R 592A. The purpose of the analyses was

to discerlithe extent to which program goals, Course-competencies, and-

3 8
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course content were adequately inter-related. On the basis of evidence

derived from examining the outlines developed by the instructors, one

may judge that each course is indeed a viable instructional medium.

The internal consistency of program elements, and their quality, may

also be examined from the point of view of the students who actually par-

ticipated in the courses. At the termination of each course an evaluation
.

form was completed by participants. The form described the broad goals of

the project and also listed the competencies which each course wss designed

to achieve. Four questions were asked and participants were expected to

check a given response and then provide an appropriate explanation. In

this manner both the direction of response, positive or negative, and the

individual's rationale would be supplied. A talley,of responses is given

.below in Chart F. -A copy of the.form is found in the appendix.

:An examination of Chart F reveals that for both courses, and for each

question, the students' responses were overwhelmingly in the affirmative.

They report that the,campetencies were logically linked tO the course goals,

and the instructional components and evaluation procedures were well suited

to promoting growth toward achievement of the competencies. Virtually all

participants indicated that they were able to implement in their respective

classroom information, Skills, and materials and procedures which they had

derived from these courses.

A wealth of anecdotal data was derived from the written statements

which-students also provided as a rationale forrtheir deCisions. It is not

feasible to quantify this information, but the tone of these responses was

extremely positive and very enthusiastic about the quality of,the general

program elements. In addition many potentially helpful and useful suggestions

3 9



were 3ffered for possible course iirrrovement. Negative comments were rare.

Although onl a few studemts did not 73ut their names on these evaluation

forms, it di not appear -7at their Lomments were less positive than-those

who di.Jf. The. rather larze vclune of information supplied by students ap-

peared to be genuinely c-ffer--7-1 -to their instructors as approbation for

their efforts.

MARI' F

Perception by Students of the Ih1=Ernal Ccnsistency of Elements. Tally of re-
sponses b- ccurse.

1. Are the cours,-.,, competencies ralLated to the broad goals of the project?

ED-R 592

ED-R 592A

Yes

Yes

24 .No 1 No,response 0

22 NO
or unclear

1 NO response 0
or unclear

2. Was the instruction related to the competencies

ED-R 592 Yes lg NO 3 NO response 2
or unclear

ED-R E92A Yes 241 No 0 NO response 0
or unclear

3. Were the evaluation procedurs used in the course related to the competencies
and goals of the program?

.
.

ED-R E92 Yes 2: Nb 2 No response 2
or unclear

ED-R 592A Yes .::: No 2 No response :.1

or unclear

4. In your teaching, have pc: been able to ipplement the instruction that you
received in this course?

ED-R 592 Yes 20 NO 1 No response 3 _

or unclear
ED-R 592A Yes 22 NO 0 Nb response 2

or unclear

4 0
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In order to obtain baseline data concerning the level of accompliSh-

ment of the participants in the ABE program at the time of their entrance.

into the beginning courses, students were asked to complete a self-assess-

ment instrument. The items cu the instrument consisted of the sets-of

Competencies identified by the staff, and for each item, the participant

was aske'd to rate his level of ability on the'following 'five pOInt scale:

Not Competent Highly Cbmpetent2 3 4

At the end of the fall semester when students completed the two core courses,

ED-R,592.and ED-R 592A, the participants again assessedtheir own leVel of

accomplishment on each item. The results ate depicted in Mart G. A copy

of the instrument is presented in the appendix.

The two courses, EDI-R 592 and ED-R 592A, include as objectives the

sets of competencies one to four and five through seven, respectively. If

participation in these courses has an effect on student learning, it would

be expected that.the aVerage self-assessment rating in DeceMber would be .

greater than the average.self-assessment rating in October. An examination

of Chart G reveals that substantial average gains for competencies one

through seven did indeed take place.

4 1
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CHART G

ABE Participant'Se1f-AsSessment of Competencies October 1, and December 10, 1975
.

Post-assesment
2 3 4 5 Mean

Competency
Number

Pre-asseSsment
Mean 1

1 2.6

2 3.1

3 3.0

4 2.4

5

6 2.1

7 2.6

8 3.4

9 3.4

10 3.2

11 3.1

12 2.7

13 2.6

14 2.7

15 2.0

16 3.2

17 2.9

18 2.4

19 3.4

20 3.5

21 2.7

22 2.0

23 2.0

24 2.5

25 3.1

26 2.8

Mean of means 2.77
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4.3

4.4

4.3

4.3

3.8

3.9

4.1

4.0

3.9

3.9

4.0

3.3

3.1

3.0

3.5

3.7'

3.7

3.2

3.8

3.6

3.1

2.5

2.9

2.8

3.3

3.6

Mean of means 3.61



At the beginning of the firSt two core courses, ED-R 592 and EDR 592A,

participants were also pretested to obtain baseline data which Would later

be compared with posttests to discern the amount of information gained

during the course. A fifty item objective type examination was administered

in the course ED-R 592. The average scores and standard deviation on the

pre and posttests are given below.

DR 592 Pretest Posttest

Mean 36.1 36.3

Standard Deviation 3,3 3.3'

These data reveal that as a group, the participants did not make substantial

gains on the posttests. The standard deviation indicates thatOn both the

pretest and the poSttest the dispersion of scores was,equal, and scores

clustered closely about the mean.

The instructor of this course also made an item analysis of the diffi-

culty levels of thepretest items. For the 27 participants who took the

test, it is necessary that fourteen sUbjects fail an item in order that it

might fall clearly into the category of being one of the more difficult

items (less that 50 percent correct). A tally of the nuMber of wrong re-

sponses to each item reveais that of the fifty items included in the test,

only 8 items fall into the category=of having le,gs than fifty percent cor7

rect responses, although several cloSely approximate the 50 percent level.

Since these results are based on analysis of the pretest items only, one

must assume that one reason for the lack of gain in average scores .on the

posttest may be the relatively large number of easy items on the pretest

which caused an inflated beginning average score. The instructor is to be

commended for his'detailed item analysis procedure, and it is suggested that

either an alternative instrument be utilized for evaluating the progress of.
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students in future offerings of this coUrse, or the present instrument be

revised, particularly since information presented previously in Charts F

and G indicate that participants have indeed derived much benefit frohl this'

course.

In the course EMK-13. 592A, an essay type examination was given to.test

students' ability to apply concepts and skills to particular situations.

The average scores and standared deviations-on the pre and poSttests are

giyen below.

ED-11 592A Pretest Posttest

Mean 29.6 88.9

Standard Deviation 26.4 8.2

TheSe data reveal that the(participants made* substantial gains in average

scores on the posttest, and gains were consistent across all items. The

standard deviations indicate that the students' scores were dispersed over

a wide range on the pretests, but on the posttests the scores clustered

much more closely About the mean. In view of the substantial incremeht,in

the poSttest mean, this result indicates that the group as a whole made

large gains', rather than just a few individuals.

In order to make an-objective appraisal of participants' attitudes

toward particular educational'experiences that are provided, a general

attitude scale 'was administered periodically. (The use'of this scale will

be further explained in Chapter IV; a copy of the instrument.is given in

the appendix.) The 20 item attitude scale was administered to participants

in the courses ED-R 592 and ED-R 592A to discern their reactions to reSource

persons who took part in the instructional program. Scores on the scale

range fram 1.13, highly favorable attitude to 10.89, highly unfavorable

attitude.
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The average scores given by participants to six resource persons are

presented below in order of rank from favorable to unfavorable. On the

scale of approximately one to eleven, a score of six represents the tran-

sition point from the more favorable to the more negative reactions to the

experience. Five of the six resource persons fall into the mbre favorable

category. It istherefore suggested that the Project Director consider

these results in integrating resoUrce persons into the succeeding courses

offered in this program.

Rank Averav Scores

1 2.78

2 3.41

3 3.68

4 4.12

5 4.55

6 7.46

During the winter intersession of 1976, the elective course ED-R X506F

was evaluated. The instructor asked students to rate three categories of

course effects: knowledge and Skill, enthusiasm for the field, and worth

of the course to the individual, both personally and professionally. The

ratings are given on a nine point scale from 1 to 9, where one is the lowest

rating, nine is the highest and the median rating is 5. The mean ratings

by the total class are given below.

N
Mean
Before

Mean
After

Prior knowledge or skill 33 3.6 6.9

Enthusiasm for the field 33 5.6 8.1

Value, personally 33 7.6

Value, professionally 33
0

7.9
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The mean ratings revea that after taking this course the participants,

as a group, report increaseaknowledge and skill, as well as a greater

enthusiasm for the field of group dynamics. Their attitude about the worth

of the course personally and professionally was very positive. This posi-

tive attitude was also expressed in the.helpful suggestions for improveMent

and the extensive written comments that were included on the evaluation"

I

sheets. It is apparent from the comments which were expressed that the size

of the class may be too large for this type of course and the period of

time allocated to instruction may be too short. Consideration should be

given to making appropriate changes
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FIRST CYCIE OF EVALUATION: SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT OF PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Within Chapter III the:elements of the ABE project which were designed

and implemented have been described, and particular attention was given to

the core courses. It was expected that the evaluation procedures would pro-

.'vide information about aspects of the courses Which could lead to subsequent

revision and improvement of the on-going program as well as evidence of

possible course effects on learning outcomes. Both kinds of information have

been presented at appropriate points i the chapter. .In addition, the evalua-

tion pr6cess haz; spawned a wealth of tnformation from students, which includes

specific sugges:-Aons for improvement. Since suggestions may be difficult to

implement and szzce reactions from student to student may sometimes conflict,

it remains for the- individual instructor or the staff as a whole, to sift'

through this information and weigh the reactions and suggestions. In the

light of their expert knowledge and experience, and with concern for the,total

situation, members of the staff may then formulate appropriate modifications.

The descriptive data which have been presented, the evidence concerning

the internal consistency of the program and the statistical and qualitative

data can only lead to the judgment that 1) a program of high quality has been

designed and 2) the courses which have been implemented and evaluated have

been successful in promoting considerable growth toward the designated course

competencies. Within a relatively short period of time the project staff has
\\

constructed and implemented a viable and innovative instructional prograMOts:

members are to be commended for their diligence and creativity.
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C. Assessment of Program Elements: Second Cycle of Evaluation

In two previous parts of this chapter, Sections A and B, descriptions

were given of the program components-which were developed and aRsessments

were made of the courses which were taught as of the data of the Interim

Report which was submitted on ,Anuary 15, 1976. Section C of Chapter III

//
will be concerned with an assessmen: of'the remaining courses which were

offered durinn 1976. In addition to the descriptions of the three/Core

courses, ED-R 592B, ED-R 592C, and TD-R 5921), which have already been pres-.

ented in SectLon A, the reader may r-,?call that moire intensive analyses were

also made and li.RcusSed. The purpcse of the analyses was to discern the

extent to which program goals, course competen ies, and cours content

were adequately interrelated within these three-courses. Cln/the basis of

evidence derived from the examination of the three course outlines prepared

by the instructors, the validity and viability of each of these courSes as

instructional media are clearly established.

At the end of each of the courses an eValuation forth was also completed

by the students.in order to ascertain the internal cohisistency of course

elements as perceived by Students. This informatimii0 given in Chart H.

An examination of this chart reveals that for each Of/the courses, ED-R 592B

and ED-R 592C, and for each question within these courses the students'

responses were overwhelmingly in the affirmative. Students report that the

competencies were logically linked to the course goals, and the instructional

components and evaluation procedures were well suited to promoting growth

toward achievement of the competencies. Virtually all participants indicated

that they were able to implement in theirrespeCtive classrooms the informa-

tion, Skills and materials which they had derived froth these courses.
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CHART H

Perception by Stuldents of the Inte-nal Consistency of Elements. Talley of
responses by couse.

1. Are the courSe competencies related to the broad goals of the project?

ED-R 592B Yes 23 NO 0 N6 response 0
or unclear

ED-R 592C Yes 23 No 0 No response 0
or unclear

ED-R 592D Yes 18 No 2 No response 1 '

or unclear
,

. Was the inStruction related to the coMpetencies?

ED-R 592B Yes 23 No 0 Nb response 0
or unclear

ED-R 592C Yes 21 No 1 NO response'
or unclear

ED-R 592D Yes 15 No 6 N6 response

/
or unclear.

. Were the evaluation procedures used in the course related to the competencies
and goals of the program?

ED-R 59213 Yes 22 NO 1 No response
or unclear

ED-R 592C YeF: 2l No NO response
or unclear

ED-R 592D Yes 17 No 1 No.response 3
or unclear

.

-

In- your teaching, have you been able to implement the instruction that you
received in this course?

ED-R 592B Yes 23 0 No response 0
or unclear

ED-R 592C Yes 19 0 No resPonse 3
or unclear

ED-R 5921) Yes 10 No 8 No response 3
or unclear

A considerable amount of anecdotal data was also provided by stUdents

as a rationale for their statements. It is not possible to quantify this

information but as Was true in the first cycle of evaluationthe tone of

the responses was positive and continued to be very enthusiastic. Unfortu-

nately on many of the evaluations in EDLR 592B and ED-R 592C student responses
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were not anonymous. While it may appear to be in order to interpr= this

information with some caution, the overwhelming enthusiasm Shown f:or

these courses is indicative of sincere support. In addition these evalua-

tions are consistent with two additional assessments of the instruc7:or,and

of the course which were made separately and anonymously. Additi=ad

statistical information about these courses will be presented in =hapter rv.

It does not appear that participant responses were coerced. Students

had been notified that they need_not put their names on the evaluation

sheets if they did not want to. The names on the sheets merely served to
6

aid in identifying those individuals whose evaluations were not yet sub- c

mitted. It is recommended, however, that future evaluations fellow the

standard practice of anonymit of response.

Chart H also includes information concerning the internal cons]:stency

of elements of the course ED-R 5921), -.Fieldwork in Adult Basic Education.

For this course the majority of student responses for each question are

also quite positive, but there are sufficient non-positive and unclear

responses to suggest that same attention should be devoted to discussing

areas of needed change. Mbst fieldwork courses involving outside agencies

present vexing problems because the university has little control over the

nany variables and interactions involVed in the field experience. Hence

considerable coordination of effort may be required. There is no doubt

that the observations of the instructors of this course combined with some .

of the relevant anecdotal information supplied by the participants in

their evaluations could help reduce some of the difficulties encountered

by a few students..
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In addition to the analyses of courses and the assessment based upon

student percery:ions of courses, expert judgments Were made by "outside"

observers based ,_-)on visitation of classes, ddscussions with participants

and visits mdth the project staff. As a result of the first cycle of .

evaluation, the two observers prepared a report consisting of a set of

,general comments, concern's, and specific recommendations for improvement.*

The intent of the report was to provide suggestions for improvement which

could be introduced immediately into the program and thus iacrease the

effectiveness of the project.

Based upon their later observations during the spring and summer of

1976 the observers report that their suggestions were indeed utilized in

modifying the program. Edited excerpts from their report dated SepteMber 17,

1976 are given below.

Item Disposition

1. The candidate selection 1. From review and discussion it was
process and procedures. determined that the selection pro-

cedures as previously recentrended
did consider geographic area, ex-
pressed needs and implications of
future application by candidates.
These were incorporated in 1976-77.

2. The facilities and equip- 2. The previous reccamendations to
ment. provide permanent classrooms with

availability of teaching equipment
were identified as having been met
for 1976-77.

3. Review of initial course
outlines to clarify objec-
tives.

3. This was completed.

4. Review of the program design 4. This determination is pending from
to determine if internship study and experience during 1976-77.
of candidates could be pro-
vided during the Fall or
Spring terms.

*A copy_of this report is on file at the project office.
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5. The question of whether
optional intern activities
(in lieu of teaching) is
possible or appropriate.

5. This determination is pending from
study and experience during 1976-77.

6. Consideration of the "two 6.

track" systemrBasic Subjects
and ESL.

The present project design allows
for experiences in both and/or
emphasis in one of the areas. No
Change is deemed necessary.

Within eaCh Course the instructors themselves have been making changes

as the course progressed based upon both formal and informal periodic

assessments. End of course assessments were also made for the pupose of

*Proving future courses. The following set of notes concerning ED-R 592C

is illustrative of the evaluation of courses, although most *provements

were made without written notification to the evaluator.

Students' Prior Knowledge of the Subject Matter
On the pretest administered to.the 25 students, there was

indication that the students were very limited in their knowledge'
of teaching reading to adults. From their pretest scores, from
comments they made on the pretest, from a preliminary survey of
their needs, and fram conferences vdth the students early in the
.semester, we were able to confirm their limited lack of knowledge
in this area. lt was also evident that their need for this
course was dire. In view of this, a decision was made to modify
the.second year sequence dt core courses, offering ED-R 592C
(Teaching Reading to the-ABE-Student). in the fall semester and -

ED-R 592A (Teaching ESL to Adults) in the spring.

Course Cbntent
The content.of the course was designed to meet the needs of

the participants. Wherever possible tdgh priority was given the
topics streSsed as needed most by the students and as early.as
possible in the course. The course outline wus, therefore, de-
veloped to cover the many areas included in the four competencies
for the course.

Texts
There was no available text in the; field. I therefore used

a short book edited by Joseph Mangano and published by I.R.A.,
supPlemented by readings from journals, books and handouts written

.or adapted by the instructor. There is a great need for a good
text in this field. The instructor has consulted vdth other pro-
fessors of adult education regarding the possibility of. publishing
a text on teaching reading to adults.
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Activities
Based on feedback from our first semester core classes, we

used limited lecture and considerable student reports on selected
or assigned topics. This method was very effective because it
involved the students totally. It lent itself to discussion and
further research. The instructor augmented the seminar topics
with resource materials, audio-visual presentation, mini lectures
and handouts.

Mid-semester Evaluation
For this-class I.used the mid-semester evaluation form

devised by the evaluaior. I found it acceptable in generating
feedback from the participants. Little modification was indi-
cated but where it was possible changes were. made.

0.gueskers
There were several guest speakers invited to speak on

relevant topics. The speakers-came well informed and all were
rated rather high on the attitude scales. We plan to use some
of the same resource people again, as well as others.

Lengp of Class
The class was held in 10 sessions of 4 hours each. This,

however, was hardly sufficient time for the covering of the
course content. It was necessary to add an extra class meeting
for the final exam and evaluation. There was surprisingly
little objection on the part of the participants.

Note:, TWo students withdrew from both Spring semester courses
and from the program due to medical and personal prob--
lems which made it impossible for them to keen up their
$puFsework.
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SECOND CYCLE OF EVALUATION: SUMMARY OF..ASSESSMENT OF PROGRAM E1EMENTS

During the second cycle of e7T.Luation, elements of the ABE Project which

were implemented during 1976 have been described and assessed. The descrip-

tive data which have been present, the statistical evidence concerning the

internal consistency of the program, and the comments from students lead to

the judgment that the high quality of the program has not only been maintained

but has even improVed. At appropriate points in the analysis and discussion

of courses the evaluators have made recomMendations which'the staff may wish

to consider.
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PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA RELATED TO OUTCOMES

Whereas in Chapter III, attention was devoted primarily to description

and assessment of the program which was actually implemented, the present

chapter will focus on presentation and analysis of data to discern growth

toward objectives. Since,standardized-Lests were not available, instruments

'Were either developed locally or acquired froth other persons who are interested

in training adult basic educators. -These instruments are listed below:

1. Assessment of COmpetencies, a survey checklist to acquire the
participants' a) perception of his own needs b) report of the
percentage of competencies (the participant's needs) met by -

the program.

2. Course tests, instruments developed by instructors for use in
their respective courses.

3. General Attitude Tbward , a sUiVey checklist to acquire
the opinions of participants concerning the relative tNorth of
particular educational eXperienceS..

In addition, the staff provided judgments about the number and percentage of

participants who met the criterion level of performance.

Within section B of Chapter III an analysis was made (3-°. the participants'

self-assessment of competencies in adult basic education as of the date of

pre-assessment on October 1, 1975.and the end of the semester in December.

This information was presented in Chart G. The baseline data obtained in

October, 1975 may also serve as a basis for making comparisons of students'

accomplishments at ;the end of.the program in the summer of 1976. If partici-

pation in the ABE p-rogram has an effect on student learning, it would be

expected ihat foreach of the several competencies, the average self-assessment

rating in August, 1976 would be-greater,than the average self-assessment rating
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in October, 1975, The pertinent information is presented as Chart I. An

examination of Chart I reveals that average gains for all comPetencies did

indeed take place. Ch a five point scale, a ratihg of three is average. It

can be obServed in Mart I that for the pre-assessment, the average group

rating was below three on sixteen of the twenty-six competencies. On the re-

maining ten cappetencies, there were no group average ratings above three point

five (3.5). On the post assessment in August, 1976, the average in the ratings

for each competency were all Above three. TWenty-three of the averages were

above four. According to the self reports or the group as a whole, substantial

improvement has taken place.

There wel of course, individual differences within the groups in the

degree of improvement which occurred with respect to each competency. The

staff may wish to examine the data m16:re closely to try to detect any individual

course or demographic charaCteristics which may be associated with the low growth

segments of a fewprofiles. In addition, the staff may wish to examine more

closely the several competencies for which the group averages on the post

assessment were at or below 4.04. These are nuMbered, respectively, 13, 18,

21, 22,- 23, 24, 25 and 26. On virtually all of these Competencies,=the beginning

averages are very low. With regard to those competencies for which the gains

\ were Gmall the staff may wish to discuss possible implications'and take appro-

priate action.
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MARI' I

ABE Participant Self-Assessment of Competencies October, 1975 and August, 1976

Competency
, Number

Pre-assessment Post-assessment
Me an 1 2 3 4 5 Mean

1 2.6 4.69

2 3.1 4.91

3 3.0 4.60

4 2.4 4.60

5 2.9 4.09

6 2.1 4.30

7 2.6 4.39

8 3.4 4.49

9 3.4 4.87

10 3.2 4.60

11 3.1 4.35

12 2.7 4.50

13 2.6 4.04

14 2.7 4.35

15 2.0 4.26

16 3.2

-77
4.43

17 2.9 4.69

<-_,\ 3.91

19 3.4 4.69

18 2.4

20 3.5 4.39

21 2,7 4.04

22 2.0 3.17

23 2.0 3.74

24 - 5 4.01

225 3.1 3.87

26 2.8 4.00

Mean of means 2.77 Mean of means 4.31



For virtually all of the courses that were offered, the participants had

an opportunity to indicate their individual perceptions of the contribution of

a given course to their own growth by completing a short rating scale. FOr

each of four categories of response there is a nine point scale on which a

rating of five is average. At the end of the course the participants recollected

and checked their position on a stale at the beginning of the class and at the

end of the class with respect to the categories, Prior Knowledge or Skill and

Enthusiasm for the Field. In addition, the participants.chedked their percep-

tion of the value of the course personally and professionally.

The averages for the group in each category of responses are presented in

Table 1. In order to facilitate comparisons and interpretations the group

averages are ranked from high to low in Table 2. The purpose of the rankings

is not to compare one course-with another but to provide information About

individual courses which should be looked at more closely. In additiOn, this

information might be used in interpreting other course data. FOr example,

columns 4 and 8 of Table 2 show that the course ED-R 592D obtained the lowest

rankings for average growth, respectively, on knowledge or Skill and in

.enthusiasm for the field. But for both of these categories the course ranked

first at the pre-entry level. The relatively high level at which participants

believe they entered this course may partially explain their relatively low

rankings of the course both personally and prOfessionally. Further, this

information may shed soMe light on their attitudes toward the internal

consistency of this and other courses which are described in Section C of

Chapter III.

The group averages in Table 1 also show that the students feel that each

of the courses was of value personally and professionally and contributed to

growth in knowledge or skill and 'enthusiasm for the field. With regard to
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knowledge or skill, the average pre-entry ratings for all courses but ED,--R 5920,

was below the average rating of five. For all courses the end of course aver-

ages in ratings was Above five. As might be expected with regard toenthuslasm

for the field, the average pre-entry ratings for all courses were at or above

the average rating of five, but nevertheless, growth in enthusiasm was reported

for each course. With respect to the value of each course personally and

professionally, the average ratings for each course was above the average rating

of five. On the basis of the information which is presented above, it must be

concluded that the students believe that the courses were successful in contrib-

uting to their growth in all of the categories under consideration.
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TABLE 1

Participants'Perception of COurse Cbntributions to Growth

Prior Knowledge Or Skill

Core Courses

Number Mean
Before

Mean
After

Chanqc!

ED-R 592 23 4.1 6.2 2.1

ED-R 592A. 26 3.6 6.8 3.2

ED-R 592B 23 3.8 7.8 4.0

ED-R 592C 23 3.7 7.6 3.7

ED-41 592D 23 6.5 7.8 1.3

Mini Courses

*ED-R X506A

ED-R X506B 22 4.8 6.7 1.9

ED-R X506C 29 4.5 7.7 3.2

ED-R X506D 16 3.9 6.2 2.3

ED-R X506E 11 3.6 7.5 3.9----

ED-R X506F 33 3.6 3/ .3

ED-R X506G 9 4.2

.6.9

7.0 2.8

ED-R X506H 34 3:9 7.0 3\.1

**ED-R X506j

**ED-R X506K

Enthusiasm For The Field

Core Courses

ED-R 592 23 6.5 7.0 0.5

ED-R 592A 26 5.0- 7.0 2.0

ED-R 592B 23 5.7 8.7 3.0

ID-R 592C 23 5.6 8.3 2.7

ED-R 592D 23 7.f 7.8 0.7

6.0
*Not available

**Special evaluation to be discussed separately
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TABLE 1 CONTINUED

Mini Courses

Number Mean
Before

Mean
After

Chance

*ED-R X506A

ED-R X506B 22 6.2 7.4 1.2

ED-R X506C 29 5.8 8.3 2.5

ED-R X506D 16 5.7 7.3 1.6

ED-R X506E 11 5.4 7.9 2.5

ED-R X506F 33 5.6 8.1 2.5

ED-11 X506G (--
/

9 6.3 8.2 1.9

ED-ft X506H 34 6.2 7.5 1.3

**ED41 X506J

**ED-R X506K

of Course

Core Courses

Number Personally Professionally

ED-R 592 23 5.3 7.0

ED-R 592A 26 7.0 7.5

ED-R 592B 23 8.3 8.9

ED-R 592C 23 8.3 8.4

ED-R 592D 23 6.6 6.5

Mini Courses

*ED-R X506A

ED-R X506B 22 7.5 7.7

ED-R X506C 29 8.0 8.4

ED-R X506D 16 7.5 7.2

ED-R X506E 11 8.4 7.6

ED-R X506F 33 7.6 7.9

ED-R X506G 9 7.9 8.0

ED-R X506H 34 5.6 7.0

**ED-R X506J

**ED-R X506K

Value

6 1
*Not available
**Special evaluation to be discussed separately



Participaats Perception of Course Contributions to Growth, Rank Order of Cburses and

Group Averages,

Knowledge or Skill

---.-...........--

Enthusiam For The Field Value Of Course

Average

Course

At Average

Entry Growth

Average At Average

Coarse Entry Growth

Personally Professionally

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

-

592D 6,5 5928 4,0 5927 7.1 5928 3.0 506E 8.4 592B 8.9

506B 4,8 506E 3.9 592 6.5 592C 2 7 592B 8 3 592C 8.4

506C 4.5 592C 3.7 506G 6.3 5060 2.5 5920 8.3 506C 8.4

506G 4.2 506F 3.3 506B 6.2 506E 2.5 5060 8.0 506G 8.0

592 4.1 59, 3,2 506E 6.2 506F 2.5 506G 7.9 506F 7.9

506D 3,9 5060 3l',2 506c 5.8 592A 2.0 506F 7.6 5068 7.7

50611 3.9 50G1 3,1 592B 5,7 506G 1,9 5068 7.5 506E 7.6

592B 3,8 506G 2,8 506D 5.7 506D 1 6 506D 7.5 592A 7.5

/
592c 3,7 50E1) 2,3 5920 5.6 50611 1.3 592A 7.0 7 5061) 7.2

592A 3.6 592 2,1 506F M 5068 1.2 59) 0.6 592 7.0

/1

506E 3.6 5068 1.9 506E 5,4 5920 0.7 506H/ 5.6 50611 7,0

506F 3,6 5921) 1.3 592A 5,0 592 0.5 592 5.3 5921) 6.5



The analysis in the tuo previous sections of this chapter are concerned

with the growth of students in the competency and in the relative contributions

of the respective courses to growth as perceived by the participants themselves.

The next section will be concerned with student growth as measured by pretests

and posttests.

At the beginning session of each of four core courses participants were

pretested to obtain baseline data which could later be compared with posttests

to provide information about the amount of growth which took place.* These

data are presented in Table 3. An analysis of Table 3 reveals that-for three

of the four core courses, ED-11 592A, ED-11 592B and ED-11 592C, the participants

made substantial gains in average scores on the posttests. The standard

deviations indicate that the students' scores were dispersed over a wide range

.on the pretests, but on the posttests the scores clustered much more closely

about the mean. In view of the substantial increments in the posttest means

and the decrease in size of the standard deviations, these results indicate

that within each course the group as a whole made large gains, rather than just

a few individuals. The apparent lack of grawth in course"ED-R 592 is probably

due to deficiencies in the testing instrument. The reader may wish to reView

a discOssion of this problem in Section B of Chapter III.

6 4

*Pretests were not appropriate for ED-11 592D.
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TABLE 3

Average Scores and Standard Deviations on Pretests and POsttests in DesignatedCourses.

Pretest Posttest
Core

Courses Mean
Standard
Deviation Mean

Standard
Deviation Change

ED-R 592 36.1 3.3 36.3 3.3 00.2

ED41 592A 29.6 26.4 88.9 8.2 59.3

ED-R 592B 39.8 13.8 96.2 2.9 56.4

ED-R 592C 25.4 14.0 92.3 7.7 66.9

6 5
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In part B of Chapter III, an attitude scale was presented which seeks

to discern participants' attitudes toward particular educational experiences

that are provided. In the interim report the use of this scale %as devoted

primarily to the assessment of resource persons who were involved in the

instructional program. The theory upon which this scale is based will be

discussed next, and a presentation of the results derived from a broader

application of the scale will follow.

In order to make an.Objective appraisal of the total program a general

instrument is needed which does not depend primarily upon specific reactions

to single aspects of an educational actf_vity. A more general assessment

instrument may permdt comparisons to be made between two or more different

types of activities when content and process may,vary and, in addition, give

an objective measure of the total program. Therefore, the instrument needs

to measure elements common to any educational activity.* One common element

is the general attitude of the participant at the conclusion of an organized

educational experience. The attitude scale should measure the reaction of a

total group to an organized educational activity in order to assess its success

from the viewpoint of its participants. However, since the groups may vary in

composition and since the scales are admdnistered to participants at different

time periods during the course Of the program that is being evaluated, minor

differences in average scores and rankings should be interpreted cautiously

particularly since the nature of the content does indeed vary from one activity

to the next.

* Such an instrument was scientifically developed at Florida State University,
Tallahassee, by professors RusSell A. Kropp and Cbolie Verner who genetously
provided the writer with a copy. 6



The average scores given by participants to the several core and mini

courses are presented in Table 4 in order of rank. The lowest score represents

the most favorable reaction. On a scale of approximatelyone to eleven, a score

of six, the median value, represents the transition point from the more favor-

able to the more negative reactions to the experience.. It may be observed

in Table 4 that all of the core courses and all of the mini courses fall into

the more favorable category.

TABLE 4

Rank and Average Scores from Surveys of General Attitude Tbward Educational
EXperiences: Designated Courses

Rank Core Courses Average Scores

1 ED-R 592B 2.61

2 ED-R 592C 3.06

3 ED-R 592A 3.08

4 ED-R 592 3.99

Mini Courses

1 ED-R 506C 2.99

2 ED-R 5061) 3.43

3 ED-R 506G 3.63

4 ED-R 50613 3.89

5 ED-R 50611 4.39

The relatively high mean score value given to all of these courSes-seems

to. be indicatiVe of highly positive feelings among participants toward the

kinds of experiences which they have been given and is an indication of the

worth of these experiences to them, personally and professionally.

67
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The average scores given by participants to resource persons and other

educational experiences are presehted in Table 5. The order of rank again is

from the more favorable to the more negative with a sgore of six representing

the transitional point to the more nezative reactions. It can be observed

that thirteen of -Lie fourteen experieaces fall into the favorable category.

This is an exceptionally fine record. The students as a group seem to find

much merit in the educational experiences. The educational experience which

ranks fourteenth has already been deleted from the program.

TABLE 5

Rank and Average Ratings from Surveys of General Attitude Toward Educational
EXperiences: All Other Non-course Categories.

Rank

1

2

3

4

5

-6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

*Experience Average Rating

1 2.78

2.90

3.01

3.20

3.25

2 3.41

3.54

3.62

3 3.68

A 3.82

3.92

4 4.12

5 4.55

6 7.46

*Mbst of the educational experiences involved resource persons whose nmnes
are being held in confideace.
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TWo courses which were offered have not been previously analyzed or-

discussed, ED-R X.506J and ED-jUi'06K: For the course ED-R)EC6j, very little

information is available upon'which to base an evaluation beyond the course

outline and a few written comments by four students. The course outline is

coMprehensive and the student remarks are positive. However, it is suggested

that in future offerings the instructor of this course proyide the same type

of evaluation data that is characteristic of the other courses. If this

procedure is followed,-the course can be observed and assessed as part of the

total program.

The course ED-R X506K is a special course with a unique format that is

npen to a broad range of participants with diverse backgrounds. COnsiderable

diAa is available for this course which leads to the judgment that

it was'qUitesuccessful in achieving its objectives. All resource persons were

rated highly by the participants. Since this is a course with a unique format,

it is recommended that future offerings'continue to be evaluated using the

same general procedures. One evaluation form, however, may need same minor

changes.

One of the objectives of the ABE project is stated as a criterion to be

achieved: Haying received training ih this program, the participant will

demonstrate that he has found the Program personally and professionally valu7

Able in at least 80% of the catagories listed on,the prOgram evaluation form.

The reader will reCall from the previous discussion in Chapter III:of Chart G

-
that there are 26 competencies to be achieved. On the pre and post assess-

ments, the participants were asked to rate their achievement of each competency

on a five point scale. A rating of 1 is low, 5 is high, and 3 is an average

rating. It is judged that the program is perceived by the students as per-

sonally and professionally valuable if on the post assessment he gives himseif

6 9
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a r0ing of 3 or higher on the given competency.

The numbe7 and percentage of participants
who attain the 80% criteriOn

t performance level is given in Table 6. Tb achieve this level of. success a
self-rating of 3 or above on 21 competencies

must be given by each student.
TWenty-two students or 96 percent rated themselves as having achied twenty-

-one competencies, Cne student did not. In view of the preponderance of
participants who achieved.the performance level, it is judged that the program
achieved this criterion.

TABLE 6

The Number and Percentage of Participants Who Attained the Criterion PerformanceLevel of Success on Pro&am Competencies
(Self-report).

Attained 80% or more of

Number Percentage
,

.Program Competencies
22 96

Attained less than 80% of
Program Competencies

1 4

Total 23 100

7 0
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The second objective of the ABE project which was stated as a criterion

to be achieved anticipated that the pro.ject participants would demonstrate.

competence on at least 80% of.the program obejctives as judged by the instruc-

tional staff. Since specific competencies were involved in each course, the

instructors yere asked to judge each student's performance with respect to the

number of competencies which were achieved. Because there were 26 ei.ivetencies

in all, a student attained the criterion if he achieved twenty-one.

The number and percentage of participants who attained the 80% criterion

of performance are given in Table 7. To achieve this level of success 21 or

more-competencies must be attained by participants. Sixty-five percent Of the

students (15) were rated as having achieVed twenty-one competencies. Thirty-

five percent (8) did not. The.preponderance of participants achieved the

established performance level but the percentage of the group that did not was

approximately one third Of the total group.. This result reflects the'fact that

not all participants took all of the elective courses, therefore they did ,not

have the opportunity to demonstrate to the farlaty their competence in particu-

lar areas. Nevertheless, the staff is challenged to improve on attainment of

this objective during the second year of the operation of the project.

TABLE 7

The Number and Percentage of Participants Who" Attained the Criterion Performance
Level of Success.on Program Competencies (Instructors' Reports).

NuMber Percentage

Attained 80% or more of Program COmpetencies 15 65

Attained less than 80% of Program Competencies 8 35

Tbtal 23 100

7 1
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In many nr..)jet:As that are evaluated there are often certain concomitant

unanticipated effects that gc unnoticed because they were not planned for as

Iprogram objectives. One concomitant side effect of the current project which

has been observed is the degree.of professionalism which hAs been exhibited

by'the participants. While it was indeed an Objective of the project to

elevate the degree of professionalism among participants as Adult Basic Educa-

tors, it was probably not expected that the participants would thereafter

perceive themselves in professional role of trainers of Adult Basic Educa-

.tion teachers. But such an effect has occurred! In answer to a request for

information about how the current group might help in the training of, the group

of future participants, 19 of the 21 participants responded to this question.

Of the 19 who responded, 18 suggested ways in which they might serve, for

example, as speakers, demonstrators, consultants, master teachers, or conductors

of in-service Workshops. The prcject staff has therefore indicated.its willing-

ness to draw upon the talents o:5. the group and the participants have indicated

their readiness to perform a professional teacher education role.

, (The activity which is the subject of tbis report was supported in whole or ir
part by the U.S. Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect
the position or policy of the U.S. Office of Education, And no official en-
dorsement by the U.S. Office of Education should be inferred.)

7 2
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APPENDIX TO EVALUATION REPORT

Teacher Training Project in Adult Basic Education

Illustrative Questionnaire - Internal Consistency
Cbmpetency Self-Assessment Scale
Attitude Scale
Instructor and Cburse Evaluation
ED-R X506K EValuation Form
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Teacher Training Project in Adult Basic Education

California State University, Fullerton

COURSE EVALUATION

ED-R 592
Fall Semester 1975

TO the student: As a participant in the Teacher Training Project in Adult Basic
Education, your help is needed in assessing the course which you have just
completed. The project has as its broad goal to "provide teacher training and
staff development in methodology of instruction appropriate to the needs of
adult basic education students; particularly those with limited English speaking
ability and/or from limited economic and social circumstances,"

The specific competencies for this course are: The student will be able to:
1. Demonstrate his ability to. explain the basic psychological laws

affecting the adult learner.

2. Demonstrate that he can identify the characteristics of the adult
learner.

3. Demonstrate his ability to analyze the strengths and limitations of
various methods and techniquas in teaching basic education courses
to adults.

4. Demonstrate his knowledge of professional organizations and resources
available to the teacher of ABE.

Please respond to'the following'questions.

1; Are the course competencies related to the broad goals of the project?

Yes NO Please explain.

2. Was the instruction related to the competencies?

Yes No Please explain.

7 4



3. , Were the evaluation procedures used in the course related to the competencies
and goals of the program?

Yes No Please explain.

4. In your own teaching, how have you been able to implement the instruction that
you have received in this course?
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CSUF TEACHER TRAINING PROJECT IN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

Assessment of Competencies

Directions: Please assess your own competencies related to the following objectives in the

Teacher Training Project in ABE,

Scale: 1 2 3 4 5 ED-R 592 Course#

Not Competent Highly Competent Date

Please be honest in your ranking and specific in

your comments.

Objectivi

ED-R 5920

Self Assessment

TiNieTTC17
1.2345

Course #

Date'

Comment

1, Demonstrate his ability to explain the

basic psychological laws affecting the

adult learner.

---/- .......--4.-...---

2. Demonstrate that he can identify the

characteristics of the adult learner.

1 2 3 4

.

5

1 2 3 4 5

3, Demonstrate his ability to analyze' tLe

strengths and limitations of various

methods and teachniques in teaching

basic education courses to adults,.

1 2 3 4 5

.

4, Demonstrate his knowledge of professional

organizations and resources available

to the teacher of ABE,

1. 2 3 4 5

5, Demonstrate that he can describe the

English sound and syntactical system

as it relates to the adal. learner with

an ESL background.

_ft." .............

1 2 3 4 5

6. Demonstrate that, he can assess, plan,

imclement, and evaluate a program designed

to meet the needs of the adult ESL student.

......1....1.~w......w....................1......T.....,

7 6

1 2 3

,

4 5

.
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Self AssesSment Comment

7,

........-----
ii.

Demonstrate the ability to identify,

select and evaluate resource authors,

texts, and periodicals in the ESL field,

1 2 3 4 5

....................

Demonstrate that he can assess and plan

instruction based on the unique needs of

the linguistically different, culturally

different andbr the economically

disadvantaged adult,

.

1 2 3 4 5
.

.

9, Demonstrate that he can adapt and develop

appropriate instructional materials relatcd

to the life style and coping skills of

the individual ABE student,

1 2

,

3 4 5

10, Demonstrate the ability to assist the

ABE students in self-analysis appropriate

to his life styles and coping skills and ,

in development with the student of
i

i

techniques and resources needed for grow.

1 2 3 4 5

11, Demonstrate thalt he can design evaluation

procedures needed to show individual

growth and progress development,

1 2 3 4 5
.

/12. Demonstrate that he can analyze and

describe the/causes of adult reading

problems, /

1

I 2 3 4 5

MI........."..d....... ....11

11,

/i
7

'

Demonstrate that he can assess, diagnose

and prescribe the reading needs of adults
,

at the baisc, functional and develop-

mental leVels.
/

1 2 3 4 5

,

14,

7k.'

,

Demonstrate the ability to evaluate,
/ ,

select and organize facilities, materials

and equipment in an individualized

reading program for adults,

1 2 3

,

4 5

.

.

79,
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Self Assessment Comment

15, Demonstrate knowledge of resource

. authors, texts, periodicals and pro.

fessional organizations in the field

of teaching reading to adults,

.

.

16, Demonstrate that he can synthesize

the knowledge, training and experience

from the core courses in this program

and develop further professional

expertise by using them effectively

in a fieldwork situation.

.......----..............---....--

1 2 3 4 5

.

17, Demonstrate that he can design,

implement and evaluate inserviu pm.

cedures related to the various groups

affected by and affecting his program,

suCh as students, aides, teachers and

administrators,

1 2 3 4 5

,

..........._......

18, Demonstrate that he can understand

and interpret the format and individual

components of an ABE project proposal.
,

1 2 3

,

4 5

,

/

19. Pemonstrate that he can develop methods

and experiences for adults which will

explain faMily money management,

related to his rights as a consumer and

as a citizen,

l 2 3 4 5
,

ko........~ ............................r........

20, Demonstrate that he can assess the basic

computational skills of adults and

develop individualized instructional

plans for teaching the needed compu.

tational skills in ways which relate

these skills to daily sUrvival and

vocational needs,

1 2 3 4 5

,

c,

21, Demonstrate that he can establish,

operate and evaluate an adult multi-

80 media, individualized'learning center.

..................--

/ 2 3

.

4 5
.
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Objective

22. Demonstrate that he understands the

:mique problems of ABE physically

mentally handicapped students and

that he can ,assess, diagnose and

prescribe for the reading needs of

these persons using appropriate

techniques,

Self AsseSsment Comment

23. Demonstrate his ability to interpret

current research in ABE and deSign

and conduct a research project

related to current trendS and pro.

jected research needs.

3 4 5

24. Demolitrate.that he can identify,

implement, ,and evaluate techniques for,

teaching grouP dynamics and leadership

skills to ABE students,

25. Demonstrate that he can identi,fy,

select, and evaluate materials'.

used to prepare adults for the General

Education DeVelopment test.

26, DemonttrOe .that he understands the

background factors related to the

basic educational needs-of thetilinguaIN

adult le)arner and that he can implement,

a, prograM'of teaching that will meet

those needS',

3 4 5
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GENERAL ATTITUDE TOWARD

(Course,activity,or program)

Listed below is a set of 20 statements which may describe your feelings in
.general toward the experience indicated above. The feeling tone of the
statements ranges from the most favorable to the less favorable and most
negative reactions.

Read the entire list of 20 items carefully and then check ONLY those state-
ments that describe most accurately your reaction to the TOTAL experience.
You may checy as many statements as you wish.

NUMBER ITEM PLEASE CHECK
1 It was one of the most rewarding experiences

I have ever had.

2 Exactly what I wanted.

3 I hope to participate in another one in the near future.

4. It provided the kind of experience that I can apply to
my own situation. .

5.. It helped me personally.

6. It solved-some problems forme,

7. I think it served its purpose.

8. It had same merits.

9. It was only fair.

10. It was neither very good nor very poor.

11. I was mildly disappointed.

12.. Tt was not exactly what I needed.

13. It was too general.

I am not taking any new ideas away.

15. It didn't hold my interest.

'16. It was much too superficial.

17. I leave dissatisfied.

1 '1 It was very poorly planned.

19. I didn't learn a thing.

20. It was a complete waste of time.

8 ,1



DIVISION OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION - CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

INSTRUCTOR AND COURSE EVALUATION

Instructor's Name Course Date

(Please Print)
Please rate the instructor of this course by circling the appropriate number.
A rating of 9 is highest, 5 is average, and 1 is lowest.

Knowledge of the field

Overall teaching effectiveness

Fairness of instructor's evaluation method

Please rate the course's effect upon the
highest,-5 average, and 1 is lowest.

Your knowledge or skill in this field as

Before taking the mose

After takina the course

Your enthusiasm tar the field:

Before taking-ilbe course

After taking the course

Value of the courSe to you:

(I) Personally /

(2) Professionally

YOV Hm MAKE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS BELOW:

Lowest

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

Average Highest

4 5 6 7 8 9

4 5 6

4 5 6

7 8 9

7 8 9

following. Again a rating of 9 is

compared to

1 2 3

1 2 3

other fields:

1

4 5 6 7 8 9

4 5 6 7 g 9

I

5 6 7 8 9

5 6 7 8 94

1 2 31 4 5 6 1 7 ,8 9

1 2 3. 4 5 6 7 8 9



ED-R X506K ADULT BASIC EDUCATION TRAINING INSTITUrE FOR ADMINISTRATORS, ODUNSEI.DRS AND
TEACHERS

EVALUAT1(V FORM

This evaluation is to be returned in the attached pre-Pddiessed envelope by June 25th.
It is required im order to receive 1 unit of academic cre0: the course.

NAKt:

TITLE OR POSITI0N

Please think about what has happened in the weekend institute. Pssess its value to
you by checking the appropriate co]umn.

Dr. Roger Axford

Information presented

Handouts

Opportunity for Audience Particiyation

John Camper

Information presented

Handouts

Opportunit for Audience Particilation

Counseling-Panel

Information presented

Handouts

Opportunity for Audience ParticirntiOn

Pr Bob Calvo

Informatioi presented

Handouts

Opportunit! for Aue..4ence Participttion

PL.p SesSions wi:h-thc Experts

Information presented

Handouts

Opportunity for Audience Participation
7,

Very Fairly Not Already Not
Helpful Helpful Enough Familiar Worthwhile
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Please complete the following statements, giving thoughtful consideration to your answers.

1. The thing I liked most about the workshop vps

2. The thing I likedleast about the workshop was

3. Many participants

4. More people could have

5. I would have profited more if

6. The speakers were

7. Fewer peoule could have

8. A future weekend workshop

9: It might have helped if I had

10. The coordinator of the workshop

8 7



Please write an assessment of the session which concerned you most, explaining (1)
the stated objectives of the presenter(s), (2) the manner in which the presenter(s)
achieved the stated objectives, and (3) whether the session was successful in your opinion
(giving specific reasons in your individual case).

se other side if necessary

How has this workshop changed your attitude or behovior? (Example, encouraged you to
study or research a topic, dp something different in yc T work.)

88

(Use other side if necessary)


